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Abstract 

To provide dependable services SDN networks need to be resilient to link or switching node failures. This entails, 

when faults occur, ensuring differentiated types of recovery, according to carried traffic, to routing paths. However, 

the choice of the recovery scheme best suited to each traffic class is not direct, nor is obvious the impact of the 

combination of various recovery schemes, according to traffic classes. We explore the usage of different recovery 

schemes for traffic with distinct requirements Simulation analysis confirms that using different recovery schemes for 

distinct types of traffic does create differentiated effects in terms of traffic carried and bandwidth usage. 
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1. Introduction 

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) refers to a class of networks in which the control plane (supporting routing 
decisions and detecting the most convenient path for data to flow in the network) is separated from the data plane 
(which concerns itself with efficiently delivering data between individual switching devices). 

In this work, data plane protection is the recovery of the data traffic being routed. This recovery can be 
predetermined before the failure occurs (called precomputed protection) so that at failure time the recovery involves 
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only the switches (if that is possible); or it can be performed (by the controller) when the failure occurs (called 
rerouting). In SDN networks, much research has recently emerged addressing the problem of protection in the control 
plane (which among other things includes the problem of protecting the paths between the controller devices - 
hereafter referred to simply as controllers, and the controlled switching devices - hereafter referred to simply as 
switches). As stated in [1], the same attention has not been paid to data plane protection (problem of protecting the 
routing of data between the controlled switches ). 

To support traffic with demanding service requirements, SDN networks must be able to offer reliable services with 
guaranteed QoS, where the recovery mechanism used must be fast enough to recover from faults while maintaining 
the pre-agreed service level. However, usually not all traffic requires this kind of service, with most network 
applications being able to accept non-guaranteed service (best effort). 

Several mechanisms like MPLS labels can be used in SDN (see [2]) to help the transition from MPLS-related 
mechanisms to SDN mechanisms, but direct application of MPLS-based schemes may not be very efficient (according 
to [1], it may require additional redirections or not be able to protect all traffic). It will therefore be necessary to use 
SDN's intrinsic capabilities to achieve similar functionality. Although routing protection is not a recent issue, the need 
for efficient protection schemes is increasing, due to the substantial amounts of traffic carried and the distinct types of 
services supported by communication networks, including many critical services. 

When a fault happens in the Active Path (AP, path where traffic flows when there is no failure, also called primary 
path), the recovery mechanism must redirect the traffic to a Recovery Path (RP, the path by which the traffic is restored 
after the occurrence of a fault, also called backup path) which bypasses the fault (called path restoration). The two 
basic recovery models used to redirect traffic are usually called rerouting and protection [3]. These approaches differ 
mainly on when the RP is established. When rerouting is used the RP is computed only upon fault detection in the AP. 
Protection switching pre-establishes a RP before any failure detection in the protected AP. The recovery scope is 
usually characterized as global or local. Global recovery intends to protect against any link or node fault in a path, 
whereas local recovery intends to protect against a link or node fault. Local recovery is attempted by the node 
immediately upstream of the fault [4]. Between local and global protection, segment protection can be used to protect 
paths defined as composed of segments (sub-paths) that can be recovered independently. 

When a recovery path is pre-established, its resources can be pre-reserved (or, in SDN, set aside by the controller) 
so they can be guaranteed to be available upon fault. The reserved bandwidth (BW) may be dedicated to a single 
resource, however to provide more efficient resource usage, pre-reserved resources can be shared by multiple primary 
resources that are not considered probable to fail at the same time [5]. When the backup bandwidth of different AP is 
shared, this is called Inter-demand sharing. This type of approach is used for 100% protection in single failure 
scenarios. When an AP is protected using several RP and they share bandwidth, we say intra-demand sharing takes 
place.  

When the path used to route traffic between source and destination is affected by a fault it must be recovered, 
preferably in a way that should not be noticeable to the service using it. In SDN networks, even if recovery paths have 
been pre-computed, this may either be performed using pre-computed information already present in the switching 
device flow tables or require intervention of the controller. 

Section 2 explores recovery in the SDN data plane, and the characteristics of different recovery schemes than can 
be applied to this task. In section 3 is described how to handle traffic with different attributes and needs, and how this 
can be supported in terms of data-plane recovery. In section 4 a simulation environment created to explore the effect 
of the interaction of recovery schemes with traffic from different class-types is described, and results are presented 
from its application on combinations of networks, recovery schemes and class-types, and patterns discussed. Finally, 
section 5 proposes some concluding remarks. 

2. Protecting the SDN data plane 

In this section, we describe different approaches that can be used to protect the data traffic in the network, when 
using SDN. Notice that while control traffic (between controllers and switches and between controllers themselves if 
more than one is present) would also require protection, in this paper we are not directly addressing this problem 

 

2.1. Recovery in SDN data plane 

Similarly to standard routing, recovery in SDN networks can be performed solely in the controller (henceforth 
called standard recovery on the control-plane), with the switching devices consigned to detecting failures and acting 
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on (updated) switching information provided by the controllers. The response times provided by this kind of recovery 
are probably large, but the quality of paths will be better suited to the current network state. This approach can be 
considered an extension of the reactive paradigm [6] in the OpenFlow protocol. 

To limit delays, an approach like fast-reroute [7, 8] of the MPLS or IP kind can also be used [1, 9] henceforth called 
data-plane fast-reroute, where alternative protection paths can be pre-computed on the controller and applied by the 
switches immediately upon failure detection for a directly connected link or node. This allows for usually (very) fast 
protection, but the resulting paths can be of low quality or even unable to provide actual protection, due to routing 
loops. This approach has similarities to proactive [6] flows in OpenFlow. 

Due to the different tradeoffs, the choice of which approach to use may depend on the traffic characteristics and 
operator preference. Recovery schemes in SDN can traditionally be classified according to where the switching 
between AP and RP occurs (either near the fault - local schemes, or at the traffic origin - global schemes). They can 
also be classified as either providing (pre-computed) protection or using rerouting. This creates four combinations of 
recovery schemes that can be implemented: 
• Local protection schemes rely on switches upon fault detection, to switch the traffic to a pre-computed recovery 

path. Several mechanisms can be used to provide this capability, frequently using the switch flow tables. Global 
protection in SDN must usually be performed by the controller, which upon receiving information from a switch 
adjacent to the fault updates the source switch tables to use a (pre-computed) alternative route for the affected 
flow(s). Since this may take some time and lead to dropped traffic until tables are updated, a tunnel may be created 
from the fault-adjacent switch to the source switch from where the traffic follows the alternative path to the 
destination (using a remote Loop-Free Alternate [7] path). If the system supports it, receiving traffic from that 
tunnel may itself trigger the switching in the source switch to use the backup path as standard, thereby reducing 
the need for direct action from the controller. 

• Unlike precomputed protection, rerouting schemes must be implemented upon fault by the controllers (using a 
reactive model) to be able to incorporate system state information in path computation. Local rerouting schemes 
and global rerouting schemes are implemented in similar ways, but local rerouting schemes can limit the path 
change to a minimum, to provide faster calculation and reduce the number of tables to be updated, while global 
rerouting schemes may consider all the network state information to create optimized paths. 

2.2. Recovery schemes 

Many schemes have been proposed to support recovery from failure, with variations depending on the network 
technologies used (IP; MPLS, WDN). Since the number of schemes/variants proposed over time is very high, some 
attempts of consolidation and comparative analysis of them have also been frequently proposed, for specific areas [10, 
11]. Particularly in the area of Fast Recovery (Fast Reroute) much research has been developed, namely [1, 3, 12]. 
Whereas data-plane protection schemes in SDN assume pre-computation of recovery paths or segments, other recovery 
technologies fully dependent on reactive rerouting only upon failure have been studied in the past but are less likely 
to be considered in today’s research for SDN networks. 

In this work, we studied several recovery schemes that try to address most of the dimensions presented in the 
previous subsection. We do not claim the implemented schemes are either “best-in-kind” or incorporate all variations 
proposed for these approaches, instead we try to present adequate representatives for different recovery scheme 
characteristics. Table 1 presents the list of the recovery schemes that were implemented. The acronym/implementation 
name used to refer to each scheme in the analysis indicates the characteristics of the type of scheme to which it 
corresponds: L – Local and G – Global; P – Protection, R – Rerouting. 

Table 1 - Recovery Schemes Implemented 

Recovery Path Setup Method Recovery Scope Resource Reservation for Recovery Paths Implementation Name 

Protection 

Global 
Inter-demand Sharing GP1 

No Reservation GP2 

Local 

Intra-demand Sharing LP1 

Inter-demand and Intra-demand Sharing LP2 

Intra-demand Sharing LP3 

Rerouting 
Global - GR 

Local - LR 
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Some of the proposed schemes allow for sharing of reserved resources for the RP. Inter-demand sharing is the 
sharing of RP between requests whose AP do not share the same link being protected (thus even if the AP are not fully 
disjoint it may still be possible to have this kind of sharing). Intra-demand sharing is the sharing of links among several 
RP protecting different links of the same AP (this is possible only in local recovery). In [13] is shown that the amount 
of sharing possible is dependent on the amount of available information regarding link usage. 

In Table 1, GP1 corresponds to an implementation of the recovery scheme proposed in [13]. It is a global protection 
scheme in which the AP and RP are determined simultaneously, and the determination is done using inter-demand 
reservation sharing. GP2 is also a global protection scheme, but without any reservation, where the AP and RP are 
disjoint paths determined between the source and destination using Dijkstra's algorithm. 

Schemes LP1 and LP3 are simplified implementations of Fast Reroute (One-to-one Backup variant) [8, 14] with 
intra-demand BW sharing and without inter-demand BW sharing. The difference between them is in the paths 
selection, in LP1 Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to determine the single AP and the various RP, while in LP3 more 
opportunities are given to find disjoint paths by determining additional AP (considering all AP with at most two more 
links than the minimum) if RP cannot be found for all links in the originally determined AP. LP2 in Table 1 corresponds 
to the local protection implementation proposed in [5] with the improvements published in [15]. It is a local protection 
scheme in which the AP and the several RP are determined simultaneously, and the determination is done using inter-
demand and intra-demand BW sharing. 

The schemes GR and LR in Table 1 correspond to rerouting schemes. In all schemes the AP are determined between 
the source and destination using Dijkstra’s algorithms and the same algorithm is also used in determining the RP for 
requests that are affected by failures. In GR the RP are determined between the source and destination of the request, 
while in LR they are determined between the node before the failure and the destination node (or any other node in 
the AP between the node after the failure and the destination node). These schemes have been implemented both in a 
reservation variant (with resources reserved immediately before they are used) and no-reservation variant. 

3. Protection of several traffic classes / class-types 

An inescapable fact of networking is that although all packets in a network may possess similar structure, the 
requirements of the applications that create them will vary greatly. This means that providing the same kind of 
protection for all applications is not necessarily the best choice when designing network protection mechanisms. 

While it is common to try to measure the factual characteristics of a telecommunications service that bear on its 
ability to satisfy stated and implied needs of the user of the service – Quality of Service (QoS) [16], more recently 
focus has moved to determine the actual degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application or service, 
resulting from the fulfilment of his or her expectations concerning the utility and/or enjoyment of the application or 
service in the light of the user’s personality and current application/service state – Quality of Experience (QoE) [17]. 
Many mechanisms have been proposed to support QoS and QoE in SDN, as seen in [18, 19], either using the support 
present in the different versions of the OpenFlow specification or making use of specific capabilities on SDN 
controllers.  

A mechanism to support differentiated QoS/QoE in a network with several traffic classes is the usage of so-called 
Bandwidth Constraints Models (BCM) which attributes defined bandwidth to particular traffic classes or sets of traffic 
classes. This is particularly common in MPLS (see [20]) but lately, this kind of approach has been suggested also for 
SDN networks (as in [21, 22]), and is the approach followed in this work. To support traffic with distinct characteristics 
sharing the same network, it is usual to assign traffic with similar handling in terms of bandwidth constraints to a 
particular Class-Type (CT), defined as “the set of Traffic Trunks crossing a link that is governed by a specific set of 
Bandwidth Constraints [where a CT] is used for [the purposes of] link bandwidth allocation, constraint-based routing 
and admission control [and] a given Traffic Trunk belongs to the same CT on all links” [23]. It should be noticed that 
to be able to always provide the required bandwidth even in face of failures, the system must use some sort of 
reservation/preemption mechanism to ensure that the needs of higher priority traffic can override those of lower 
priority. To prevent the overly strict application of reservation from inhibiting traffic even when sufficient capacity is 
present, it is possible to set aside a certain bandwidth to be used even over reservation limits (until a certain total 
occupation threshold is reached), as is the case of the Max Allocation with Reservation Bandwidth Constraints Model 
(MAR) model (defined in [24]). 

It is expectable that the actual QoE may depend both on the BCM model used and on the particular parameters 
applied within this model. In this study, we selected a particular BCM model (MAR) with a set of fixed parameters 
chosen after an initial viability simulation. 
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4. Simulation results and discussion 

From the previous description it can be expected that the different characteristics of recovery schemes may create 
distinct traffic experiences when applied to a particular network. Moreover, the use of different schemes for dissimilar 
CT may also provide unequal results. To test this, we developed a simulation environment, and performed a set of 
experiments to try to match traffic outcomes to the recovery schemes used for each CT. 

4.1. Simulation environment 

A simulation environment was built in OMNeT++ [25], to analyse the effect of recovery scheme combinations on 
some network traffic characteristics. The simulation study used two different network topologies KL-15 [5, 26] and 
COST-239 [27], with sufficiently distinct characteristics, however, due to space limitations we will only show here 
the KL-15 (with 15 nodes and 56 directed links) network results. For the KL-15 network link capacity was defined as 
60 units for most links and 240 for a small core set of links, as shown in [5]. This large difference in link capacity and 
network topologies allowed us to use a large set of load configurations to try to find the load best suited to the cases 
under study. 

The requests arrived in the network (one at a time) with bandwidth uniformly distributed in the range [1, 6]. The 
origin and destination paths were chosen randomly from all nodes. The CT associated with the request was also 
randomly chosen from a uniform distribution using the Monte Carlo Method. The arrivals follow a Poisson process of 
intensities 0.1 and 0.2 connection requests per unit time, respectively for the KL-15 and COST 239 networks. The 
duration of the requests is exponentially distributed with a mean value equal to 1/0.001 time units. To generate distinct 
load situations the intensity of arrival of requests was multiplied by successive integer values (in the range [1, 6], 
henceforth called load factors). Each simulated failure affected a single directed link randomly chosen from all directed 
links in the network (failures also generated as Poisson processes). Faults occurred with a frequency of 0.0005 per 
time unit and were repaired 0.001 per time unit, regardless of the load conditions. 

In each of the performed runs, simulation was executed for 2 800 000 requests with warm-up and cooldown times 
allowing for 100 000 requests each to minimize transitory effect. For each of the cases, 10 independent replications 
were run (which allowed obtaining the confidence intervals presented for the different results). 

To model different types of traffic and their interaction, we created 4 traffic classes (CT0 to CT3, with CT0 
modelling best-effort traffic, CT1 and CT2 normal priority traffic with different values of jitter tolerance and CT3 high 
priority traffic). The proportion of generated traffic was 50%, 20%, 20% and 10%, respectively for CT0 to CT3. A 
MAR bandwidth reservation model was used for all runs, reserving 30% for each of the CT1 to CT3 traffic, with no 
reservation performed for best-effort traffic. 

4.2. Analysis 

The simulator was used in a set of experiments, trying to assess the impact of using a particular recovery scheme 
for different traffic classes/CT. In all experiments presented the same recovery scheme is used for all CT except for 
CT0 (Best Effort traffic). Reservation will not be considered for best-effort traffic, so only rerouting schemes without 
reservation will be considered admissible for this traffic. The remaining CT, however, for these experiments will all 
share the same recovery scheme (chosen among schemes with reservation). With this approach, we intend to 
investigate the impact of different recovery schemes and reservation approaches on CT. 

Table 2 - Traffic schemes used for each experiment 

Experiment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

CT0 GR GR GR GR GR GR GR LR LR LR LR LR LR LR 
CT1 - CT3 GP1 GP2 GR LP1 LP2 LP3 LR GP1 GP2 GR LP1 LP2 LP3 LR 
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Table 3 – Blocking upon establishment - CT1/CT3, load factors 1 to 4 

  
LR GR LP2 GP1 GP2 LP3 LP1 

1  
CT1   0,63±0,02% 0,68±0,01% 0,85±0,02% 1,25±0,03% 1,50±0,03% 
CT3   0,53±0,01% 0,55±0,01% 0,61±0,01% 0,73±0,01% 0,83±0,02% 

2  
CT1 0,11±0,00% 0,11±0,00% 6,68±0,04% 9,69±0,04% 12,33±0,02% 19,00±0,03% 19,16±0,04% 

CT3 0,05±0,00% 0,04±0,00% 2,92±0,02% 3,58±0,03% 5,38±0,04% 8,57±0,05% 8,84±0,05% 

3  
CT1 1,52±0,02% 1,55±0,02% 18,59±0,05% 26,35±0,07% 27,24±0,05% 33,38±0,07% 33,44±0,05% 

CT3 0,46±0,01% 0,46±0,01% 8,24±0,05% 11,20±0,07% 14,24±0,06% 18,88±0,09% 19,08±0,09% 

4  
CT1 6,43±0,04% 6,50±0,04% 27,51±0,07% 37,48±0,08% 36,67±0,06% 41,91±0,07% 41,93±0,06% 
CT3 1,73±0,03% 1,76±0,02% 13,71±0,08% 19,11±0,09% 21,86±0,08% 26,79±0,10% 26,97±0,11% 

Table 4 – Blocking upon fault - CT1/CT3, load factors 2 to 5, rerouting schemes 

  GR LR 

2  
CT1 2,64% ± 0,16% 3,63% ± 0,19% 

CT3 1,45% ± 0,15% 2,28% ± 0,24% 

3  
CT1 14,88% ± 0,35% 17,75% ± 0,38% 

CT3 9,26% ± 0,41% 12,20% ± 0,47% 

4  
CT1 28,11% ± 0,59% 30,92% ± 0,79% 
CT3 17,19% ± 0,51% 20,75% ± 0,53% 

5  
CT1 36,69% ± 0,62% 38,87% ± 0,69% 

CT3 23,26% ± 0,37% 26,59% ± 0,71% 

The total number of experiments presented is 14, which corresponds to the possible combinations of 2 recovery 
schemes without reservation with 7 recovery schemes with reservation, as shown in Table 2. Since the same recovery 
scheme is in each case applied to CT1, CT2 and CT3, the experiments could be run with only two CT, but splitting 
traffic among 3 CT allows us to analyse the effect of using BCM on the different CT. 

Regarding BCM, it was found in the KL-15 network for small load factors that even after trying to adjust the MAR 
parameters, CT0 often gets lower blocking probabilities at path establishment than the other CT (only when the other 
CT use protection schemes). This occurs due to the conjunction of the other CT using protection (and as such to 
establish a request they may require more than twice the BW that is needed for the AP) and that in the KL-15 network 
some links have excess bandwidth (which is not the case in COST 239). In all result tables the values are presented as 
mean value ± half of the confidence interval with a 95% degree of confidence. In Tables 3 to 7, CT2 results are not 
shown since they are approximately equal to CT1. 

Table 3 shows the probability of request rejection upon the path establishment, refused requests divided by total 
requests. This data is presented by recovery scheme used, for both CT1 and CT3, when CT0 uses the LR scheme. 
Table 3 results are presented for various load factors, ranging between 1 and 4. The results are only presented for CT0 
using LR scheme since it was found that the results do not change significantly if the GR scheme is used by CT0 
instead of LR. As can easily be seen Table 3 can be sorted by column in increasing order of blocking (except for very 
low loads for LR and GR) meaning this characteristic is scheme dependent. Notice however that while LR blocking 
is assumed to be lower than GR blocking, there are overlaps of the confidence intervals in almost all load factors. 

Table 4 presents the probability of disconnection upon fault, defined as number of fault-terminated requests divided 
by number of requests affected by fault when the GR and LR rerouting scheme is used (due to simulation design, only 
in rerouting schemes disconnection at fault can occur), by both CT1 and CT3, with CT0 using the LR scheme, for the 
reasons presented before. Results are presented for load factor values between 2 and 5, with GR performing better 
than LR consistently. 

Table 5 – Active Path average path length - CT1/CT3, load factors 1 to 4 

  GP2 LP1 LP3 LP2 GP1 LR GR 

1 
CT1 2,143 ± 0,001 2,150 ± 0,001 2,152 ± 0,001 2,467 ± 0,001  2,774 ± 0,001  2,142 ± 0,001 2,142 ± 0,001 

CT3 2,138 ± 0,001 2,142 ± 0,001 2,142 ± 0,001 2,436 ± 0,001  2,653 ± 0,001  2,141 ± 0,000 2,141 ± 0,000 

2 
CT1 2,177 ± 0,001 2,172 ± 0,001 2,183 ± 0,001 2,522 ± 0,001  2,925 ± 0,002  2,173 ± 0,001 2,173 ± 0,001 

CT3 2,163 ± 0,001 2,169 ± 0,001 2,176 ± 0,000 2,495 ± 0,000  2,791 ± 0,002  2,155 ± 0,001 2,156 ± 0,001 

3 
CT1 2,170 ± 0,001 2,149 ± 0,001 2,162 ± 0,001 2,576 ± 0,001  2,968 ± 0,001  2,282 ± 0,001 2,283 ± 0,001 

CT3 2,175 ± 0,001 2,168 ± 0,001 2,178 ± 0,001 2,543 ± 0,001  2,875 ± 0,002  2,213 ± 0,001 2,214 ± 0,001 

4 
CT1 2,154 ± 0,001 2,128 ± 0,001 2,140 ± 0,001 2,581 ± 0,002  2,967 ± 0,003  2,410 ± 0,001 2,411 ± 0,001 

CT3 2,174 ± 0,001 2,159 ± 0,001 2,170 ± 0,001 2,570 ± 0,001  2,921 ± 0,002  2,295 ± 0,001 2,297 ± 0,001 
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Table 6 – Active Path average bandwidth - CT1/CT3, load factors 1 to 4 

   GP2 LP3 LP1 LP2 GP1 LR GR 

1 
CT1 5,494 ± 0,003 5,504 ± 0,003 5,509 ± 0,003 6,335 ± 0,004 7,115 ± 0,005 5,490 ± 0,003 5,490 ± 0,003 
CT3 5,495 ± 0,005 5,497 ± 0,005 5,498 ± 0,004 6,420 ± 0,007 6,932 ± 0,005 5,494 ± 0,005 5,494 ± 0,005 

2 
CT1 5,781 ± 0,003 5,639 ± 0,003 5,589 ± 0,004 6,376 ± 0,004 7,684 ± 0,006 5,514 ± 0,003 5,514 ± 0,003 

CT3 5,622 ± 0,005 5,693 ± 0,004 5,682 ± 0,005 6,352 ± 0,004 7,137 ± 0,007 5,502 ± 0,004 5,502 ± 0,004 

3 
CT1 5,413 ± 0,003 5,016 ± 0,003 4,979 ± 0,004 6,875 ± 0,004 7,521 ± 0,006 5,713 ± 0,004 5,714 ± 0,004 

CT3 5,818 ± 0,006 5,724 ± 0,005 5,681 ± 0,005 6,550 ± 0,008 7,592 ± 0,006 5,578 ± 0,005 5,577 ± 0,005 

4 
CT1 4,932 ± 0,005 4,527 ± 0,005 4,499 ± 0,005 6,573 ± 0,005 7,085 ± 0,009 6,343 ± 0,008 6,354 ± 0,006 
CT3 5,751 ± 0,005 5,471 ± 0,005 5,423 ± 0,004 6,753 ± 0,007 7,741 ± 0,007 5,789 ± 0,005 5,790 ± 0,006 

Table 7 – Recovery Path average bandwidth - CT1/CT3, load factors 1 to 4 

   GP1 LP2 GP2 LP1 LP3 LR GR 

1 
CT1 1,744 ± 0,003 2,131 ± 0,003 7,734 ± 0,005 11,024 ± 0,006 10,969 ± 0,006 7,320 ± 0,035 7,920 ± 0,037 

CT3 2,116 ± 0,007 2,280 ± 0,007 7,735 ± 0,005 10,965 ± 0,008 10,932 ± 0,009 7,385 ± 0,054 7,988 ± 0,050 

2 
CT1 1,702 ± 0,005 1,978 ± 0,003 8,436 ± 0,007 12,113 ± 0,008 12,213 ± 0,007 7,510 ± 0,037 7,981 ± 0,031 

CT3 1,748 ± 0,004 2,137 ± 0,004 7,964 ± 0,004 11,708 ± 0,011 11,702 ± 0,010 7,476 ± 0,070 7,986 ± 0,073 

3 
CT1 1,518 ± 0,003 1,888 ± 0,004 8,523 ± 0,009 11,238 ± 0,010 11,311 ± 0,008 8,380 ± 0,047 8,498 ± 0,049 
CT3 1,650 ± 0,004 2,032 ± 0,004 8,495 ± 0,009 12,215 ± 0,013 12,293 ± 0,009 8,211 ± 0,054 8,375 ± 0,033 

4 
CT1 1,306 ± 0,008 1,695 ± 0,004 8,007 ± 0,005 10,300 ± 0,013 10,345 ± 0,012 9,031 ± 0,074 9,014 ± 0,052 

CT3 1,565 ± 0,006 2,003 ± 0,004 8,716 ± 0,007 11,975 ± 0,010 12,064 ± 0,012 8,957 ± 0,080 8,936 ± 0,064 

Table 5 presenting average AP path length (number of links in the AP) is ordered by schemes considering only 
nominal load, but this ranking is not regular for other load factors, since GP2, LP3 and LP1 schemes, although 
presenting very close AP lengths, do not maintain their relative order with the increase of the load factors. The LP1 
scheme presents smaller AP lengths for more load factors, while LP2 and GP1 present significantly higher AP lengths. 
There is practically no distinction between schemes LR and GR in terms of AP length (grey background). 

To verify the ability of schemes to establish new paths, Table 6 presents the average bandwidth used by established 
request (the bandwidth used in the AP by all established requests divided by the number of established requests). For 
protection schemes, for load factors higher than 2, generally the BW that is used for AP decreases with increasing 
load (Table 6), which signals network congestion (with only “smaller” BW requests being established). This does not 
occur with rerouting schemes (grey background. There is a significant increase in BW per AP in the schemes that use 
bandwidth sharing (LP2 and GP1) over the ones that do not share (GP2, LP1 and LP3). Among the schemes with 
sharing, BW per AP for GP1 is significantly higher than LP2. From Table 6, LP3 and LP1 present overlapping 
confidence intervals for nominal load but for the other load factors the BW consumption by the AP is higher in LP3 
than in LP1. 

When researching average bandwidth usage by RP it can be seen from Table 7 that there is a large difference 
between the average BW for the RP of schemes that do share BW (GP1 and LP2) relative to that of those that do not 
share (GP2, LP3 and LP1). It is also visible that in the schemes with sharing, the average BW used by RP for GP1 is 
lower than LP2. For rerouting schemes (grey background), we see a higher BW consumption for the RP of requests 
in GR than in LR (except for load factor 4, where the confidence intervals overlap). 

4.3. Discussion 

Analysis was carried out on two separate networks, with in general consistent results obtained on both networks. 
From the results in Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5, we can say that no scheme is superior in all the measures presented 
in those tables (no overall dominant scheme). However, partial dominance can be found: LP2 is superior to GP1 for 
all load factors and GP2 is superior to LP3 and LP1. Note however that, as mentioned, the superiority of GP2 in terms 
of AP length only occurs for nominal load. 

When the COST 239 network is used, while AP path length shows lower values than those presented with the KL-
15 network, in general the relations between the various schemes are maintained (that is, when there are schemes with 
significantly larger measures than others, those relations are maintained; when the schemes present measures close to 
each other in one network, those measures in the other network will also be close to each other). The same is true, in 
most cases, for the remaining studied measures, and as such the results are omitted from this paper. 

From Table 3 on the probability of rejecting requests at the establishment, we can observe that schemes which 
share the BW reserved for protection have lower request rejection probability than those without sharing. From the 
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same table we can also confirm that local recovery schemes have higher blocking than global recovery schemes (for 
instance comparing GP2 with LP1 and LP3). However, this statement is only valid when there is no inter-demand 
sharing. In schemes where there is inter-demand sharing, the existing BW sharing efficiency may make the local 
perform better than global in terms of blocking, as is the case for LP2 and GP1. Another factor contributing to the 
higher probability of blocking in the establishment of GP1 is that it uses AP with significantly higher number of links 
than the one used by LP2 (see Table 5). 

The analysis of the results in Table 3 also shows that LP2 is better than GP1 in terms of blocking at establishment, 
which can be justified because LP2 uses AP that are significantly shorter than GP1, and this is not compensated by 
GP1 using RP that consume less BW (from the results in Table 5 and Table 7). This seems to show that GP1 tries to 
over-optimise sharing at the expense of creating longer APs, which leads to is worse results than sharing slightly less 
but using fewer resources in APs. This makes in the overall results LP2 generally preferred to GP1. The blockage in 
establishment is lower in the schemes with reserve sharing, LP2 and GP1, than in those without sharing (GP2, LP3 
and LP1). However, the opposite is true for the AP path length, i.e., the schemes with sharing are the ones that use 
paths with a larger number of links (and therefore require larger BW for the AP). On the other hand, concerning the 
BW consumption for the RP, LP2 and GP1 spend less, as expected. 

Regarding the probability of request rejection / blocking in the establishment for the forwarding schemes, we 
observe that this probability is similar using either local or global recovery, but the same does not occurs for the 
disconnection upon failure (see Table 4). 

5. Conclusions 

The article presented a comparative analysis of the effect of several data-plane recovery schemes regarding effect 
of using particular recovery scheme combinations on network traffic belonging to different traffic classes when subject 
to different levels of traffic load. This simulation study allowed the collection of statistics regarding request rejection 
upon path establishment, disconnection at fault, AP average path length, AP average BW usage, and RP average BW 
usage. An analysis was conducted on two networks for 14 different recovery scheme combinations with traffic 
belonging to 4 different traffic classes and for several load factors.  

From the results collected it could be seen that no particular combination of recovery schemes provides the “best” 
results on every measure for each traffic class, but that for individual measures some recovery schemes combinations 
provide significantly better results than others. Therefore, we can see that it can be expected that selecting a particular 
combination of recovery schemes would be best suited to optimize a particular traffic characteristic, be it ability to 
overcome faults or resource usage. It could also be seen from the results that the particulars of the network used are 
not a significant factor affecting outcomes. 
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